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Yayoi Kusama, who is an influential artist, begins to introduce art widely and 
profoundly since the 20th century, making important effect in the process. 
Yayoi Kusama’s works are all based on her internal goals, and his behavior 
balances the internal world and ideal heaven. In her world, there is no difference 
between professional artists and pure works. She ignores the eternity of works, which 
includes a situation beyond the real world. That artists cooperate with commercial 
brands is often seen in this multi-cultural and multi-civilized world, besides putting 
works together into museums and galleries. Therefor, this article aims at discussing 
the combination of her arts and commercial promotion, including her promotion 
process, the style of working with commercial brands, and analyzing the reasons and 
the influences. 
To begin with, this article makes a deep discover to Yayoi Kusama’s grown-up 
and creation process, then talks about her background of times and expression way. In 
addition, this article discusses her way of promoting arts from three periods, that is, 
from working together with agents and galleries, utilizing the power of mass media to 
cooperating with brands. This article takes her working with Louis Vuitton for 
example in order to find the three basic ways to work with these brands.  
At last, this article shows the elements and influence of her work, and displays 
that this cooperation not only gains benefits, but serves the public as well. Her work 
combines the individual and the times, makes the communication between internal 
and abroad smoothly. What’s more, her work enhances the public aesthetic level step 
by step, creates a new consumer culture, which finally realizes the social and cultural 
value of artists and commercial brands. At last, this article elaborates thinking and 
feelings from this kind of commercial cooperation, and concludes that artists should 
insist on independence and autonomy when promoting works. Besides, artists should 
grasp the leading power, adhere to the innovation and development of art, deliver 
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可怕。                                      
12 岁患病，13 岁绘画，用花瓣绘画男女
性征，被母亲鞭笞。19 岁上大学学绘画专业，
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